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A B S T R A C T

Dynamic evolutionary multi-objective optimization is a thriving research area. Recent contributions span the
development of specialized algorithms and the construction of challenging benchmark problems. Here, we
continue these research directions through the development and analysis of a new bi-objective problem, the
dynamic Travelling Thief Problem (TTP), including three modes of dynamic change: city locations, item profit
values, and item availability. The interconnected problem components embedded in the dynamic problem
dictate that the effective tracking of good trade-off solutions that satisfy both objectives throughout dynamic
events is non-trivial. Consequently, we examine the relative contribution to the non-dominated set from
a variety of population seeding strategies, including exact solvers and greedy algorithms for the knapsack
and tour components, and random techniques. We introduce this responsive seeding extension within an
evolutionary algorithm framework. The efficacy of alternative seeding mechanisms is evaluated across a
range of exemplary problem instances using ranking-based and quantitative statistical comparisons, which
combines performance measurements taken throughout the optimization. Our detailed experiments show that
the different dynamic TTP instances present varying difficulty to the seeding methods tested. We posit the
dynamic TTP as a suitable benchmark capable of generating problem instances with different controllable
characteristics aligning with many real-world problems.
1. Introduction

Finding solutions to a problem with multiple and conflicting ob-
jective functions is a challenging task. This is made more difficult
when we consider time-varying aspects of the problem as in dynamic
multi-objective optimization problems (DMOPs). In the evolutionary
computation community, a great deal of progress has been made in
both single objective problems [1–4], dynamic multi-objective opti-
mization problems (DMOPs), and specialized algorithms with which
to solve them [5–8]. Typically, benchmark problem suites have been
used to evaluate the efficacy of alternative algorithms [9–16]. Such
contributions play an important role in progressing our understanding.
However, we argue that intrinsic complexity embedded in many real-
world problems is often missing from the benchmark suites examined,
especially in the dynamic multi-objective optimization domain.

Dynamic changes in multi-objective optimization problems can be
categorized in a number of ways. Usually, dynamic classifications are
based on their effect on the Pareto Optimal Set (POS) and/or the
Pareto Optimal Front (POF) [9] and on their magnitude, frequency and
recurrence [17]. Farina et al. posits four categories for dynamics that

∗ Corresponding author at: School of Computer Science, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT, UK.
E-mail address: d.g.herring@bham.ac.uk (D. Herring).

change (I) only the POS, (II) both the POS and POF, (III) only the POF
and (IV) neither. Many of the continuous benchmark problem suites
(e.g., [9–16]) include examples from Farina’s categories. Noteworthy
examples of realistic problems with Type II dynamics include those
mentioned in [11]; indoor heating control, greenhouse control and
hospital resource management problems. In contrast, there is a paucity
of complex dynamic combinatorial multi-objective problem benchmark
suites. Previous examples are limited to the dynamic multi-objective
Travelling Salesman Problem (DMTSP) instances in [18] and in [9],
and the dynamic Knapsack Problem (DKP) in [9]. The work of [19]
examines a real-world scenario and is close to this category, however
the dynamic intervals in the problem are treated as separate instances
solved in succession.

In this paper, we provide an important step towards understand-
ing the efficacy of evolutionary algorithms for challenging, dynamic
combinatorial multi-objective problems with real-world characteristics.
We start by defining the bi-objective Dynamic Travelling Thief Problem
(DTTP) with three modes of dynamic change: city locations, item profit
values, and item availability. Specifically, we adapt and extend the
vailable online 27 November 2023
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well-known Travelling Thief problem (TTP) [20], defining the dynamic
components and controlling the severity and frequency of change in
the TSP (Travelling Salesperson Problem) and KP (Knapsack Problem)
sub-problems. Importantly, our DTTP definition provides a challenging,
but realistic framework, with controllable Type-II dynamics allowing
for different instantiations of problem instances to be generated. These
instances closely model optimization scenarios akin to problems in
waste collection and mission planning, where dynamic events such as
emergencies, traffic and weather are important.

It is widely accepted that mechanisms that encourage population
diversity are an important feature of most dynamic evolutionary multi-
objective algorithms [21,22]. When a change is detected, new or previ-
ously identified good solutions are often reintroduced into the evolving
population to increase the diversity [7]. This is typically done using
randomly reinitializing, parameter tuning, memory-based reinitializing,
or prediction-based reinitializing [21,22]. More generally, seeding the
evolving population with engineered solutions, rather than randomly
generated ones, has been shown to be effective [23,24].

For the DTTP, domain-specific seeding of the evolving population
raises many challenges as a direct consequence of the interconnected
nature of the TSP and KP components. Whilst efficient exact solvers
exist for the TSP and KP, no exact solver exists to find optimal TTP
solutions. Despite this, many works follow the intuition that optimal
solutions to the TSP and KP components provide a better starting point
that random initialization [25–27].

Our approach to determine the impacts of biased population seeding
for optimizing a DTTP instance systematically examines the possible
approaches. Specifically, we contrast the performance of seeding the
population using the following approaches for KP and TSP components
respectively: an exact solver-based solution; a greedily constructed
solution; a randomized solution; or combinations of these approaches.
The seeding solutions are introduced into the population after dynamic
changes for a range of DTTP instances with three different types of dy-
namics. We also compare the seeding approach with some TTP methods
adapted for the DTTP. Analysis uses ranking-based and quantitative
statistical comparisons of the post-change algorithm performance to
compare the benefits of different seeding strategies.

Our contributions can be summarized: we present three dynamic
formulations of the TTP based on the DTSP, the DKP and by dynam-
ically changing the TTP’s availability map. We investigate the initial-
ization performance bias visible from exploiting problem knowledge by
solving the TSP and KP solution components a priori. Furthermore, we
determine the benefits of reactive population seeding with differently
constructed solution sets for the proposed dynamic formulations. We
provide a quantification of comparative performance that observes
statistically significant differences at each time step to understand these
benefits. A comparison with adapted static TTP methods enables the
relative suitability of the seeding mechanisms as a dynamic response
to be established.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses DMOPs
generally, the TTP and previous approaches for the static problem.
Section 3 gives the definition of the DTTP problems and Section 4
presents our novel solution for the DTTP. Section 5 provides the results
of computational experiments and conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Background

2.1. Dynamic multi-objective evolutionary algorithms

Dynamic multi-objective optimization problems extend multi-
objective problems to include time-variant parts, often to capture real-
world behaviours. Eq. (1) gives one formulation of a DMOP with
time-dependent objective functions.

�⃗� = [𝑥1, 𝑥2,… , 𝑥𝑛]

�⃗�(�⃗�, 𝑡) =[𝑓1(�⃗�, 𝑡), 𝑓2(�⃗�, 𝑡),… , 𝑓𝑀 (�⃗�, 𝑡)] (1)
2

ℎ1(�⃗�) ≤ 0, ℎ2(�⃗�) = 0 t
Dynamics can also be present in the decision variables or constraints
(e.g. 𝑥(𝑡) or ℎ(�⃗�, 𝑡)) and in the number of any of these.

The majority of works on DMOPs consider continuous problem
domains, with fewer combinatorial problems considered despite the
applicability to important sectors such as mobile and network com-
munications. A few works consider the DMO-TSP problem [18,28] and
in [9] a dynamic Knapsack formulation is presented. The work by [19]
considers a dynamic power management example.

Many works exist on studying the properties of DMOPs [29]; on
benchmarks [9,11–14,16], performance metrics [30,31], detection of
changes [32] and algorithms to solve these types of problems [5,6,8].
A common design feature of most population-based algorithms for
DMOPs is to exploit existing progress and to introduce new or previous
solutions [7] to increase the diversity [21,22]. The introduced solu-
tions can be constructed using predictions based on the nature of the
changes [17,23,24,33]. Exploitation of problem or change knowledge
has been effectively used in responses for dynamic problems. The
TTP [20], which provides the basis for the dynamic bi-objective TTP
presented here, exhibits exploitability by its definition.

2.2. The bi-objective travelling thief problem

The TTP is a superposition of Travelling Salesman and Knapsack
problem components, interconnected by the behaviours of the ‘thief’.
The thief completes a Hamiltonian tour of the cities (𝑥) and must collect
items distributed across the cities according to a packing plan (𝑧). The
components are connected through knapsack-usage-dependent velocity
and time-dependent degradation of item profits. The conflicting objec-
tives are given in Eq. (2) and reflect a minimization of tour-time and
maximization of item profit.

𝐺(𝑥, 𝑧) =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑧) =
∑𝑛−1

𝑖=1 (𝑡𝑥𝑖 ,𝑥𝑖+1 ) + 𝑡𝑥𝑛 ,𝑥1
𝑥 = (𝑥1,… , 𝑥𝑛)

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑧) =
∑

𝑗∈𝑧 𝑝𝑗𝐷𝑟
⌈ 𝑇𝑗

𝐶

⌉

(2)

where:

𝑡𝑥𝑖 ,𝑥𝑖+1 =
𝑑𝑥𝑖 ,𝑥𝑖+1
𝑣𝑐

, 𝑣𝑐 = (𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑊𝑐
𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑊
) (3)

and:

𝐶 =
𝑙𝑛 (𝐷𝑟) ∗ 𝐸𝑡

𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑛
(

𝑟𝑙
𝑢

) (4)

where 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑧) is the travel time of the tour accounting for item selection;
𝑔(𝑥, 𝑧) is the sum of the selected items’ profits at the end of the tour;
𝑥𝑖 ,𝑥𝑖+1 is the Euclidean distance between successive cities in the tour
ermutation; 𝑣𝑐 is the current speed of travel; 𝑊𝑐 and 𝑊 are the current
eight and maximum capacity of the thief’s knapsack; 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 are

he minimum and maximum travel velocity (0.1, 1); 𝐷𝑟 is the dropping
ate (0.9 - this is the profit degradation factor); 𝑇𝑗 and 𝑝𝑗 are the total
ime item 𝑗 is carried during the tour and its profit value respectively.
he constant 𝐶 is calculated using the equation in [20] with 𝑟 = 0.45 so
s to generate reproducible results. Here, 𝑙 and 𝑢 are the minimum and
aximum profit values across all items and 𝐸𝑡 represents the shortest

nter-city distance in the distance matrix 𝐷.
The distribution of items in the availability map is defined as part of

he problem instance (see Section 4). A single solution is comprised of a
ermutation of the city indexes as a tour (𝑥) and a KP solution (𝑦) that
espects the capacity constraint 𝑊 . This is converted into a packing
lan (𝑧) based on the availability map.

Studies addressing DTTPs are greatly limited [34,35] despite the
ange of possible formulations and utility of generating a realistic and
omplex dynamic combinatorial problem.

Many meta-heuristic approaches have however been applied to
he TTP. These works use simulated annealing and hill climbing [36]
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or evolutionary algorithms [25,37–39], including MATLS [40]. Ant
Colony Optimization [41,42], Co-operative Coevolution [38,43] and
Local Search [39] methods have also been applied to the single ob-
jective TTP. More information on all these algorithms can be found
in [44]. Mei et al. [38] provides theoretical and empirical research on
the interconnectedness of the problem components. As the objective
function is not additively separable into the TSP and KP components,
combination of components solutions solved in isolation is less effective
than consideration of the whole TTP problem, as posited in the defini-
tive work [20]. Despite this, Faulkner et al. [26] defines approximate
heuristic methods, including the S5 heuristic, for solving the single
objective TTP that are initialized with tours using the Chained Lin-
Kernighan TSP solver [45]. Exact methods have also been employed
in [27] to determine the performance, by comparison, to a range of
approximate methods applied to TTP problems. Similarly, Dynamic
Programming (DP) is used to find an optimal packing plan in the
fixed tour scenario of the TTP: the Packing While Travelling (PWT)
problem [46–48].

Relatively few works address the bi-objective version of the prob-
lem [25,48–51]. Blank et al.’s approach uses solvers combined with
low level heuristics to provide solutions to a limited set of TTP in-
stances [25]. Despite the reported applicable range of TTP instance
sizes for EAs [39], the existing literature focuses on problems with 101
cities or fewer. The work of Mei et al. [38], specifically addresses large
scale problems with at least 10,000 cities and 1,000,000 items, whilst
the ACO-based MMAS approach in [42] is applied to instances with at
most 1000 cities and 10,000 items. Informed analysis over a range of
problems will provide insights for the proposed dynamic versions of
TTP instances. Recent works by Chagas and co-authors [50,51] devel-
ops powerful algorithms that perform well on a selection of problems
with between 280 and 33,810 cities.

3. The Dynamic Travelling Thief Problem (DTTP)

Three novel types of Type II dynamics (affecting POS and POF) with
fixed magnitude and frequency are proposed. We introduce formula-
tions of the DTTP in [34] and recent work examines formulations for
the single objective TTP and considering single change events [35].

The city locations, item availability and the item values are ex-
amples of potential dynamic features reflecting realistic changes. Each
dynamic modification is studied in isolation to enable a fundamental
understanding of their impacts.

As before, a solution to the TTP takes the form of a tour (𝑥) and
a packing plan (𝑧). The tour component is evaluated according to the
objective functions in Eq. (2) using a symmetrical distance matrix, 𝐷,
of Euclidean distances between cities. The packing plan is comprised of
a sequence of items collected from specific cities during the tour; the
location of each item is given by the problem-specific availability map
(𝐴). As with classical KP, each item (𝐼) has a weight (𝐼𝑤) and a profit
(𝐼𝑣) value.

3.1. Motivating real world scenarios

Motivating cases for the DTTP exist across logistics and routing
domains that are relevant for both small and larger instances. For each
of the following examples the dynamics and bi-objective motivations
are included. In optimizing fishing catches, a vessel may need to
retrieve devices (e.g. lobster pots) or catch or measure fish across many
locations. Location changes are logical: shoals/pots may move or drift;
availability changes may come from measurement updates on stock
levels; value changes may come from the buy price or quality of the
catch.

For drone-based item collection, a door-step item collection service
may require visiting many locations if users do not need to actively
request a pickup. Dynamics may present if users request pickup from
different location (work instead of home), if the type of item is altered
3

(food vs. mail) or if there is urgency attached to some items (e.g. test
results). Inverting profits/item pickup may allow for modelling of
drone-based fire suppression tasks, where visiting all locations allows
for updating situation information and a limited water payload can be
deployed in the most effective locations.

For ecological survey planning and remote vehicle exploration,
e.g. mars/moon rovers, there are similar motivations. Many loca-
tions may require surveying but samples may not be collectable at
all of them. Dynamic location change may be due to evolving haz-
ards or reassessment of survey sites. Availability changes present as
species/sample assignment information to locations is updated. Item
profits may represent the importance associated with particular types of
samples with varying priority. Many further opportunities exist, such as
for the routing of service engineers that may need to collect appliances
beyond repair, and in space debris removal tasks.

3.2. Dynamic city locations (Loc)

The DTSP literature describes dynamics in the changing locations
of cities, the adding or removing of cities or the altering of specific
distances between cities to simulate traffic. Further works will address
these within the DTTP, however we focus presently on location changes
alongside with dynamic changes in different subcomponents of the
problem.

Where a city (𝑥𝑖) is represented with Cartesian coordinates
(𝑥𝚡,𝑖, 𝑥𝚢,𝑖), and a distance matrix, 𝐷 is constructed, the row and column
elements of 𝐷 must be updated when a city’s location changes. The
allowable translation limits for a city’s location, the initial range in 𝚡

and 𝚢 directions is symmetrically increased by 5% in each direction
whilst maintaining non-negative coordinate values (denoted as 𝜖𝚡, 𝜖𝚢).
Given the model in Eq. (2), we redefine Eq. (3) to account for the
changing city locations.

𝑡𝑥𝑖 ,𝑥𝑖+1 =

√

(𝑥𝑖+1
𝚡(𝜏) − 𝑥𝑖

𝚡(𝜏))
2 + (𝑥𝑖+1

𝚢(𝜏) − 𝑥𝑖
𝚢(𝜏))

2

𝑣𝑐

The new city locations are calculated via:

𝑥𝚡,𝑖,𝜏+1 = 𝑟𝚡 , 𝑥𝚢,𝑖,𝜏+1 = 𝑟𝚢

where 𝜏 is the dynamic interval counter and 𝑟𝚡, 𝑟𝚢 are drawn at random
from the respective uniform discrete distributions:

𝑟𝚡 ∼ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓𝚡{min( min
𝑖=1,…,𝑁

(𝑥𝚡,𝑖,0) − 𝜖𝚡, 0), max
𝑖=1,…,𝑁

(𝑥𝚡,𝑖,0) + 𝜖𝚡}

𝑟𝚢 ∼ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓𝚢{min( min
𝑖=1,…,𝑁

(𝑥𝚢,𝑖,0) − 𝜖𝚢, 0), max
𝑖=1,…,𝑁

(𝑥𝚢,𝑖,0) + 𝜖𝚢}

A number of cities 𝑑𝑁,𝐿𝑜𝑐 (magnitude of the change) are updated
to feasible randomly generated locations and the distance matrix is
updated.

Given a courier that must collect items along its route, city location
changes can be interpreted as alternative depots (with the same items)
being chosen. Some example motivations for this could be a closure or
road incident preventing access to the original location.

3.3. Dynamic item availability (Ava)

The availability map defines the allocation of items across the
cities. The work of Sachdeva et al. [35] considers the toggling of item
availability, however a changing number of items between dynamic
intervals introduces difficulties in comparing problem instances. Al-
ternative mechanisms of availability changes can be formulated for
specific application scenarios. As Eq. (2) shows, the packing plan 𝑧 is
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constructed from the KP solution component according to the avail-
ability map; dynamic changes can be represented in the model as the
time-dependent packing plan 𝑧(𝜏):

𝐺(𝑥, 𝑧) =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑧(𝜏)) =
∑𝑛−1

𝑖=1 (𝑡𝑥𝑖 ,𝑥𝑖+1 ) + 𝑡𝑥𝑛 ,𝑥1
𝑥 = (𝑥1,… , 𝑥𝑛)

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑧(𝜏)) =
∑

𝑗∈𝑧(𝜏) 𝑝𝑗𝐷𝑟
⌈ 𝑇𝑗

𝐶

⌉

Here a dynamic change in the availability map corresponds to a
hange in item-city assignments (𝐼𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦) for a number of items:

𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦,𝜏+1 = 𝑟

here 𝑟 is a random city index drawn from the uniform discrete
istribution 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓{1, 𝑁}. The magnitude is controlled as a percentage
f the items (as 𝑑𝑁,𝐀𝐯𝐚) which undergo an assignment change (since
he number of items varies across problems).

Availability map changes can be contextually interpreted as stock
hortages at the item’s original city index and therefore sourcing from
n alternative pickup location, a requested change in pickup location
r the taking of a similar sample from a different location.

.4. Dynamic item value (Val)

Dynamic Knapsack problems can have non-static capacities, num-
ers of items, weights or profits. In the context of many realistic
roblems, the non-static number of items and item profit make logical
ense. Since varying the number of items requires updating the avail-
bility map, we consider novel dynamics in the item profits only. As
efore, the magnitude of each change is determined by the percentage
f item profits that change 𝑑𝑁,𝐕𝐚𝐥. Additionally, the change factor, 𝑐𝑓
ives the percentage and sign (chosen uniformly at random for each
tem) of change in each item’s profit. The existing model can be
eformulated as:

(𝑥, 𝑧) =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑧) =
∑𝑛−1

𝑖=1 (𝑡𝑥𝑖 ,𝑥𝑖+1 ) + 𝑡𝑥𝑛 ,𝑥1
𝑥 = (𝑥1,… , 𝑥𝑛)

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑧) =
∑

𝑗∈𝑧 𝑝𝑗 (𝜏)𝐷𝑟
⌈ 𝑇𝑗

𝐶

⌉

with all parameters as previously. A subset of item’s profit values 𝑝 are
subject to change between dynamic intervals, represented here by the
time-dependency of the profit value of item 𝑗: 𝑝𝑗 (𝜏). An item’s profit
value is updated as:

𝐼𝑝,𝜏+1 = (1 + 𝑐𝑓 ) × 𝐼𝑝,𝜏

Item profit values may change for a variety of reasons that may include
an update in the priority, utility or desirability of particular items.

4. Finding solutions to the DTTP

Combining optimal tours and KP-solutions does not give optimal
TTP solutions [20] and longer tours may be necessary for higher profit
TTP solutions [42]. However, the solved (or otherwise constructed)
components provide better starting solutions than random initialization
and can be calculated with relative ease.

Based on preliminary observations, the composition of the initial
set provides differing non-dominated sets depending on the information
used to construct the tours and packing plans (see Section 5.1 for de-
tails). We posit the use of population seeding methods for exploitation
of problem information beyond the first interval of dynamic instances.
Hence, we investigate the effectiveness of combinations of different
initialization procedures to manage the impacts of dynamic changes.
4

m

Table 1
Responsive population construction methods for tour and packing plan solution
components employed for the DTTP instances. *The mN algorithm uses the mC for
initialization only.

Response strategy TSP solution Packing Plan

pS solver solver
pG greedy greedy
pR random random
mS solver solver/greedy/random
mG greedy solver/greedy/random
mR random solver/greedy/random
mC solver/greedy/random solver/greedy/random
mN none* none*

Table 2
KP component subtypes in problem set, see [52–54] for details.

Label Items per city Knapsack capacity Weight/Profit Rel.

A 1 (low) 1
11

∑

𝐼𝑤 strongly correlated

B 5 (med) 5
11

∑

𝐼𝑤 similar

C 10 (high) 10
11

∑

𝐼𝑤 uncorrelated

Algorithm 1 Responsive Seeding Algorithm
Require: 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑, 𝑑𝑁 ,

𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑇 𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑃 ← 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 ∖∖ Initialize population
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐹 𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑃 )
𝐻.0 ← 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒(𝑃 )
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← 1
while 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 do
if 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟%(𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟∕𝑑𝑁 ) == 0 then

Apply Dynamic Change of type 𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑇 𝑦𝑝𝑒
Update Problem Information

∖∖Recalculate solver/greedy solution
∖∖components if required

𝑄 ← 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑
else

𝑄 ← 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠(𝑃 )
∖∖Tournament selection, three part genetic
∖∖operator application (see Section 4.1.4)

end if
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐹 𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑄)
𝑃 ← 𝑃 ∪𝑄
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝐴𝑛𝑑𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑃 )
Crop 𝑃 to 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝐻.𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒(𝑃 )
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 + +

end while
return 𝑃 ,𝐻

4.1. Responsive seeding algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows the basic non-dominated sorting algorithm used
based on NSGA-II [55]). The dynamic response is denoted as Seeding-
ethod whereby solutions are constructed using one or a combination

f methods, instead of generating offspring solutions by evolutionary
perators. This responsive seeding step occurs only in the generation after
dynamic change. In total, eight different responsive seeding methods

re investigated, shown in Table 1. Combinations of random, solver-
nd greedy-based construction methods, together with a combined
pproach and a passive (non-seeding algorithm) are used. Each of these

ethods are explained below.
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4.1.1. Solver-based initialization
Several exact TSP solvers exist, for example Concorde [56] and

Branch and Bound methods [57]. To remain consistent with the meth-
ods in [25], we use the Lin-Kernighan heuristic (LKH v2.0.9, [58]) for
the optimal tour component. A simple dynamic programming approach
solves the KP prior to the optimization. The optimal KP solution is
transformed into a packing plan using the availability map. Dynam-
ically recalculating an optimal KP solution for the largest problems
is computationally infeasible and greedy or random KP solutions are
used instead. A population of unique solutions is constructed using
the optimal solution components by employing the mutation operators;
Bitflip for KP solutions and Single Swap Mutation for the TSP tour.

4.1.2. Greedy initialization
Greedy methods can provide near-optimal solutions in some cases

and little better than randomized solutions in others. Tours are con-
structed by iteratively from the first city (which has no items), selecting
the minimum distance to any other city until a complete tour is formed.

For the KP solution, the items are sorted in descending order of their
profit/weight ratio and the first items with a cumulative weight below
the knapsack capacity 𝑊 comprise the greedy solution. Similarly to the
solver-based tours, the single solution is mutated using the algorithm
operators to form a population.

4.1.3. Random initialization
The randomized population consists of random tour permutations

and a random item permutations, truncated at the point where their
cumulative weight exceeds the maximum capacity of the knapsack.

4.1.4. Algorithm parameters
The application of evolutionary operators follows [25]; the offspring

population is a generated by combining equal proportions of solutions
with operators applied to the tour, the packing plan and both com-
ponents. An edge recombination crossover [59,60] and a single swap
mutation [61] are used for tours and bitflip mutation and single point
crossover [62] for the KP solutions before conversion to packing plans.
After each dynamic change the initial tours constructed using the solver
and greedy methods are updated; an Inver-Over Repair operator (as
in [63]) is used as fast alternative to resolving.

Population size is fixed at 90. A single mutation and crossover event
are guaranteed for offspring. Tournaments size for selecting crossover
parents is 1

10 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒. The maximum iterations are 1000, with five
ynamic intervals.

.1.5. Problem parameters and dynamics parameters
The examined problem set follows the format of competitions for

he TTP [52–54]. A subset of the comprehensive TSPLIB-based bench-
ark set proposed in [39] is used1 with three KP-component subtypes.
hese subtypes are given in Table 2; we denote these as A, B & C
or clarity. From [39], evolutionary algorithms solving TTP instances
an effectively cope with problems of up to 3000–5000 cities, how-
ver Wagner [42] suggests focusing on performance improvements on
maller instances first. Therefore our sample of problems fits this range
𝑁 = 𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛52, 𝑎280, 𝑟𝑎𝑡783, 𝑢2319). Problem variants are referred to by
he number of cities and KP type (e.g. 52A).

The schedule of dynamic changes is fixed at 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 200 generations
to allow population stability to return and for clearer observation of
change impacts. A number of reproducible patterns of changes are pre-
generated to guarantee the changes and allow for stochastic algorithm
procedures. The magnitude of change is fixed at 𝑑𝑁,𝐿𝑜𝑐 = 2, 𝑑𝑁,𝐴𝑣𝑎∕𝑉 𝑎𝑙 =
5% to determine the preliminary impacts of the dynamics. Future work
will address the impacts of frequency and severity in line with recent
works [64,65].

1 See: cs.adelaide.edu.au/_optlog/CEC2014COMP_InstancesNew/
5

R

4.2. Performance measurement & statistical testing

4.2.1. Measurements
Other studies on the bi-objective TTP measure hypervolume [25,

48], but no consistent nadir point is used. We use a reference point
calculated as (𝑓 †

𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟, 𝑓
†
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡) = [𝐷× |𝐷|, 0] to allow disparate coverage of

he achieved sets to be compared, whilst ignoring the objective space
ominated by the majority of competitive solutions. Any solution set
hat does not dominate this point is given a hypervolume of zero. The
itzler Maximum Spread metric [66] and the mean crowding distance
MC) are also recorded (see Supplementary Material).

.2.2. Profiles and ranking
The following procedure is applied separately to each problem.

or 10 patterns of dynamic changes, the mean hypervolume across 30
epeats is calculated. For plotting the hypervolume profile, the median
f these 10 instance-means is taken. Rankings are calculated comparing
ike-instances for all response methods on the 10 patterns. The median
ank for each response is reported as the composite median in Fig. 3.

.2.3. Statistical testing for quantitative comparisons of performance
A single value for comparative performance of algorithms that ob-

erves statistically relevant differences is calculated. For each algorithm
number of repeats are performed for each dynamic pattern, with

he hypervolume recorded in each generation. At each numbered time
tep (generation), the measurements from repeats forms the sample set.
hese are used in pairwise one-tailed Wilcoxon ranksum comparisons,
sing Bonferroni correction (𝑛 = 2) and 𝛼 = 0.05. For example, using

three methods J, K & L, a total of six tests are performed at each
generation with the following alternative hypotheses:

• (1) 𝜇𝑡,𝐽 > 𝜇𝑡,𝐾 ; (2) 𝜇𝑡,𝐾 > 𝜇𝑡,𝐽 ;
• (3) 𝜇𝑡,𝐽 > 𝜇𝑡,𝐿; (4) 𝜇𝑡,𝐿 > 𝜇𝑡,𝐽 ;
• (5) 𝜇𝑡,𝐾 > 𝜇𝑡,𝐿; (6) 𝜇𝑡,𝐿 > 𝜇𝑡,𝐾 ;

here 𝜇𝑡,𝐽 , 𝜇𝑡,𝐾&𝜇𝑡,𝐿 are the medians of the sample for algorithm J, K
L at generation 𝑡. The binary outcome of the tests are recorded.
Tests are repeated for every generation and the percentage of posi-

ive results (alternative hypothesis is accepted) is recorded. In each pair
f comparisons (J vs. K, K vs. J) the maximum sum of these values will
e 100% but is likely to be less than this as there are generations where
erformance between two algorithms is not significantly different. If al-
orithm J is better in more generations than the comparison algorithm
, a larger value will be seen for the J vs. K comparison.

. Computational studies

The following results detail the comparative performance of differ-
nt seeding strategies on the test problems.

.1. Solution localization by initial population construction

The results in Fig. 1 illustrate the localization of non-dominated sets
f solutions achieved by different population initializations.

Constructing the initial set based on information about the problem
omponents has been used previously for the TTP [25–27], despite
ptimal solutions to the problem components not necessary yielding
ptimal TTP solutions [20]. Greedily constructed solutions (g), solver-
ased solutions (s) and randomly generated solutions (r) are examined
n various combinations.

Each of the series in Fig. 1 represents the aggregated set of 30
epeats. The localization of the non-dominated sets appears driven
rimarily by the construction method used for the tour component of
he initial set. Solver-based tour initialization achieves a high density
overage in the minimum-tour region of the objective space, whilst
reedily constructed solutions with longer tours achieve higher profits.

epresentation from the sets with randomly initialized tours is limited

https://cs.adelaide.edu.au/~optlog/CEC2014COMP_InstancesNew/
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Fig. 1. Comparison of non-dominated set coverage with different initial population
compositions. Each series corresponds to an initial set construction method (solver,

andom or greedy) for tours (first character) and KP-solutions (second character).
esults featured for 30 independent runs of each initialization on the 52A problem.
ocalization can be seen most clearly depending on tour initialization method; from left
o right solver, greedy and random initial tours enable localized sets of non-dominated
olutions.

o a few solutions with high profits and much longer tours. It should
e noted this coverage is absent in most examined problems with
arger KP or TSP components, whilst similar localization of greedy and
olver-based solutions is generally present.

Based on these observations, we construct eight different initializa-
ion methods to be deployed in response to dynamics changes. These
ifferently exploit problem information to try to maximize post-change
lgorithm performance. By replacing the offspring generation step with
set-construction step after a dynamic change, the population is seeded
ith solutions that will be relevant to the new dynamic interval. The
oal is to mitigate the impacts of change and improve coverage of the
on-dominated set in each interval. As before, the different seeding
echanisms are described in Table 1.

.2. Impacts of dynamics in the DTTP

Hypervolume (HV) profiles can illustrate the high level features
f the impacts of problem dynamics; each novel dynamic formulation
ffects the problem with different character and severity. Fig. 2 illus-
rates the HV profiles achieved for each of the eight seeding methods
or the 280B problem. The profiles plotted are the median of the
en dynamic instances, for each of which the mean of 30 repeats is
alculated. Although not included here, these characteristic features are
lso identifiable in profiles of the other examined problems.

The different types of dynamics affect the ability of seeding re-
ponses to mitigate the impacts of dynamics. As these impacts are
eliant on not just the type of dynamics, but their frequency and
agnitude, the insights drawn here are preliminary and indicative

f trends rather than concrete assessments. Characteristic-in-shape de-
reases in hypervolume after each of the five changes, can be seen in
he Loc dynamics, whilst an attenuated version of these is seen in the
V profiles for the Ava dynamics. This is intuitive from the ‘relative
irectness’ of the tour and packing plan solution components; a change
n the city locations impacts every solution in the population (since a
alid solution must visit all cities), whilst a change in item availability
mmediately affects only those solutions containing the items that have
een altered.

For the Val dynamics, the impact appears more varied and the per-
ormance of the responses more volatile. Similarly to the Ava dynamics,
6

Fig. 2. Median hypervolume profiles across 10 patterns of dynamic changes (with 30
repeats for each) for eight different dynamic responses on the 280B problem. Change
frequency is 200 generations. (A) Response mechanism hypervolumes for the Loc
dynamics. (B) Response mechanism hypervolumes for the Ava dynamics. The profiles
of Loc and Ava hypervolumes are characteristic DMOP measurement curve and an
attenuated-impact version, respectively. (C) Response mechanism hypervolumes for the
Val dynamics. Each type of dynamic changes generates a visibly different effect on the
problem but signed item profit changes (Val) show marked impact on existing solutions
with successively increasing magnitudes.

as every item may not included in a current solution (in the population)
the impacts of changes is lessened. However, it appears that even a
small change to the values of a small percentage of randomly selected
items can evince a large change in the solution set’s hypervolume.

5.3. Performance comparison of responsive population seeding methodolo-
gies for the DTTP

The polar plots in Fig. 3 illustrate the varying performance of the
responsive seeding method across the set of problems with different
types of dynamics.

A prominent feature of these results is the poor performance of
the random seeding pR. Together with mR, these consistently achieve
the lowest ranks on every problem and for each type of dynamics.
The consistency between pR and mR indicates that diversifying the
packing plan information (mR uses random, solver-based and greedily
constructed knapsack solutions together with random tours) does not
substantially improve performance. This reiterates the relative control
the solution components excise on the optimization; good performance
is primarily driven by good TSP solution components.

These results also indicate that the TSP-component of the examined
problem can influence the most effective responsive seeding method.
This is demonstrated in pS and pG methods for the 52 A,B&C and
280 A,B&C problems. Responsive seeding derived purely from solver
solutions (pS) achieves better performance on the 280 A&B problems,
whilst greedy-constructed problems are better for the 52 A,B&C prob-
lems. These statements apply across all three types of dynamics. The
best response method for the 280C problem appears to change with the
type of dynamics; pS in Loc dynamics, and pG in Ava & Val dynamics.

Compared with each of the pS and pG, the diversification of the
packing plan solution components has mixed results. The mS strategy,
achieves lower ranks than pS for most problems; implying that solved
sub-components are preferable to more diverse packing plan solution
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1
o

Fig. 3. Composite-median end of interval hypervolume rankings for the three types of dynamics, grouped into the eight different seeding methods (as listed in Table 1) on the
2 problems in the test set (plotted radially on each axes as the number of cities and KP type). Ranks are relative to other seeding methods. See Section 4.2.2 for the calculation
f the composite-median. The Loc, Ava & Val labels indicate the type of dynamics in the problems. Solver-based responses (first row) show suitability for all 280 variants and

some 2319 variants; randomized initialization (second row) consistently achieves the worst ranks on all problems; greedily-constructed seeding (third row) gives the best response
on 52 variants and others depending on the type of dynamics. Combined (fourth row, left) and passive (fourth row, right) methods have complex trends depending on the type
of dynamics and problem components.
components. For mG, for 52 A,B&C with Ava dynamics, the maximum
rank is achieved over pG. For other problems, mG ranks are below those
achieved by pG; only for some problems a diversified packing plan set
is a beneficial.

The mN method provides important insights into the comparative
difficulty of each presented dynamic formulation. In the mN method
the population is not seeded in response to a change and allows for
comparisons with a ‘do nothing’ approach. Initialization with a diverse
population of both tours and packing plans, as in the mC method, is
used.

Clearly visible in the Loc dynamics (leftmost of bottom-right triplet
in Fig. 3), is a steady increase in ranks as the size of the TSP-component
grows. For problems with the same TSP-size, there is a similar increase
between A,B&C (1, 5 & 10 items per city respectively). The other
response methods increasingly struggle to do better than a passive
approach as the size of both problem components increases. It is
important to note that for Loc dynamics, the magnitude of the change
is constant regardless of the TSP-component size. For the Ava dynam-
ics, a similar trend is present with mN achieving high ranks on the
largest problems. The ranks achieved for the Val dynamics imply they
have a non-uniform effect on the range of problems without a clearly
discernible trend.

Finally, the rankings achieved by the mC response method (bottom-
left triplet in Fig. 3) inform on the utility of diversity in response
to dynamic changes of different types. On the smaller and mid-sized
problems (all 52 & 280 variants and all types of dynamics), mC achieves
reasonable rankings, however the performance of mC is deflated by the
good performance of the pG, mG & pS methods on these problems. Con-
sistently high rankings can be seen for the larger problems in the set,
(783 & 2319 variants). Interestingly, the 2319B problem is ineffectively
handled by mC under both Loc and Ava dynamics. Lower rankings
7

are also achieved an all B-type problems with Ava dynamics as well.
This type of KP-problem has 5 items per city with similar weights and
profits. Further investigation may elucidate the interactions between
types of dynamics and KP-components. As the mC method provides
reasonable performance across the problem set, we compare it with
adapted methods for the static TTP.

6. Performance comparison with adapted TTP methods

We compare the mC strategy, named here as ‘SeedEA’, on 12 DTTP
instances each with 10 patterns of city location changes, with two
foundational methods for the static TTP: S5 [26] and MATLS [38].
Designed for non-dynamic single objective TTP problems, both employ
TSP solvers and therefore the minimum time TTP solution is trivial
compared with the high-profit solutions. S5 works on iterative improve-
ment over a single solution via a parameter search; we allow the same
number of iterations as generations for SeedEA. MATLS maintains a
population of solutions but ha no dominance assessment compatible
for optimizing for the bi-objective case. Therefore, both methods pref-
erentially replace for high-profit solutions. As MATLS is population
based (with popsize equal to SeedEA), we examine two versions; in
rMATLS, the population is reinitialized at the beginning of each dy-
namic interval, whereas in kMATLS the population is kept in the next
dynamic interval. Space limitations afford that comparison with other
recently proposed methods, including WSM [51] and NDS-BRKGA [50],
is reserved for further work.

6.1. S5 heuristic

The S5 heuristic was constructed from its description and the pseu-
docode provided in [26]. A score is calculated for each item based on
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Fig. 4. (left) Median profile pattern-mean highest profit objective value in each iteration achieved by each method on the 783B problem. (right) as left but for lowest time
objective value.
the benefit and impact on the remainder of the tour. Items are then se-
lected iteratively and the scores updated until no further improvement
can be found. The scoring parameters are varied during the heuristic to
narrow the search for the best packing plan. Initialization occurs using
the Chained Lin-Kernighan TSP solver for the tour component. The KP
component is constructed iteratively by the heuristic.

6.2. MATLS (rMATLS and kMATLS)

The Memetic Algorithm with Two-Stage Local Search method was
also constructed based on the pseudocode and description [38]. The
basic format involves a local search step for the TSP and then the KP
component of a small population of solutions. The tours are initialized
using the Chained LKH TSP solver. The KP components are generated
by an heuristic algorithm in the methodology proposed in the paper.

6.3. SeedEA

The SeedEA method is constructed using NSGA-II style [55] Pareto-
dominance and crowding-distance based replacement tiebreaking. The
mC response strategy from 1 is employed as previously. Both the S5 and
the MATLS methods utilize a heuristic packing algorithm designed to
select the best items after a tour is generated. To allow for competitive
results, after a change event an approximate high profit solution is
constructed by first building the terminal end of the tour based on
the highest profit solutions consecutively chosen in reverse, accounting
for the time-adjusted-profit and weight-adjusted-time of item selection.
The shortest path for the remaining cities is found by LKH solver and
combined with the terminal end of the solution. This was added to the
post change offspring population.

Fig. 4 illustrates the attainment of the two objectives. Since the
comparison methods were not designed for the bi-objective version of
the problem, measurements such as hypervolume cannot fairly be com-
pared. Moreover, since the use of exact TSP solvers is common to all
methods, finding the minimum-time solution is trivial. Here however,
we show the minimum tour solution alongside the maximum profit
solution in each generation (left vs. right subplots) to highlight that
SeedEA can effectively find a high-profit solution whilst maintaining a
lower-time tour simultaneously.

SeedEA maintains pressure on achieving high profit solutions whilst
preserving the diversity to achieve good objective space coverage. The
additional diversity of this method allows for improved exploration of
the high-profit solutions through exploitation of decision variable diver-
sity contained in the population. The construction of the approximate
high profit solution heuristic reveals the importance of the dropCon-
stant in achieving high profit solutions. This value represents weight
intervals at which the velocity of the thief is slowed by the weight of
items; it may be possible to optimize to each threshold for a period of
8

the tour — it may provide an exploitable feature for future heuristics.
In terms of the SeedEA, by maintaining a greater diversity of solutions
that comprise tours with items selected at a variety of locations, exploit
this unhindered velocity threshold may be more common. Wagner [42]
also states that high-profit solutions may require longer tours, of which
the SeedEA maintains a selection.

Within Fig. 5 we compare performance of the methods across DTTP
instances. We calculate the proportions of significant ‘wins’ per itera-
tion of each method over the others across each pattern of dynamics
and for each problem. A Bonferroni correction of 𝑛 = 3 is applied.
Due to persistent TSP solver divergence issues, the 2319 problems were
substituted for variants of the rl1889 problem.

The radial bars represent the significant improvements over the
other methods; the radial axis represents the proportion of iterations
(across all repeats and patterns) in which a method achieves a sig-
nificantly higher profit (top row) or significantly lower time (bottom
row). The shading represents a significantly better solution over one
(lightest), two (mid shade) or all three (darkest) of the other methods.
For example, for kMATLS on the 1889A problem, in 100% of iterations,
the profits are significantly better than one of the other methods (we
can infer it is the S5 method). In approximately 70% of iterations, the
profits are significantly better than two methods (S5 and rMATLS) and
in 30% iterations kMATLS finds significantly higher profits over all
three other methods.

Generally, the MATLS methods perform well on the A-type variant
problems, but their performance declines greatly on B- and C-type
problems. Results for kMATLS are better than rMATLS in achieving
higher profits, whereas achieving both higher profit and low time
solutions is better handled by rMATLS. S5 shows the opposite with
no competitive performance on A-type problems but some limited
significant achievement in profits and times in the B- and C-type
variants.

The very good performance of kMATLS on the A-type variants
reduces the overall significant performance of the SeedEA’s darkest area
for profit on these problems. S5’s performance on 280C is unrivalled
and it achieves good performance on 52B and 52C as well; these also
contribute to reducing SeedEA’s darkest shade area.

Given the comparison methods were not designed for the dynamic
or multi-objective problem, they still provide significant improvements
in high profit solutions on a limited subset of the problems examined.
Another important consideration is the relative execution time and
objective function evaluations that these methods consume.

The number of function evaluations, using a280 A,B & C as examples
in Fig. 6, remains similar for SeedEA, and relatively lower than for
rMATLS and kMATLS. For these, the value increases 10-fold from the
A-type (1 item-per-city) to B-type (5 items-per-city), then 3-fold from
B-type to C-type. For S5, the number of function evaluations remains
lower across the different KP types.

The MATLS methods involve two local search stages, one for each of

the TSP and KP problem components. With more items in the problem,
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Fig. 5. Plots showing the problem set coverage of adapted TTP methods and SeedEA in terms of the proportion of iterations containing solutions with significantly higher profit
(top row) and significantly lower time objective values (bottom row). Colour shades on each plot correspond to one, two and three significant improvements (from lightest to
darkest) over the other methods. Statistical tests are carried out separately different dynamic patterns for each problem and aggregated in the percentage calculation. WR: Wilcoxon
anksum.
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he neighbourhood of the local search increases and therefore the
umber of required evaluations to search it is inflated as the problem
ize increases. SeedEA’s mechanism is independent of the problem
ize and therefore the number remains relatively constant across the
roblems.

In addition to function evaluations, each method requires differing
umbers of TSP and KP solver calls. For example, the populations for
he MATLS methods were initialized according to the original paper’s
rotocol — for the TSP components 10 solutions initialized by LKH
olver and 40 via Minimum Spanning Tree method. For rMATLS, this
rocess is repeated after each dynamic change, greatly increasing the
elative execution time.

Fig. 7 shows the execution times of each method with the line
oining the median points for each problem. All experiments were run
sing MATLAB 2018b, an Intel-i7 processor (3.80 GHz) and 16 GB
emory.

On A-type problems, kMATLS has similar execution times to SeedEA
nd Fig. 5 depicts good significant improvements on these problems.
owever, as shown by Fig. 6 as size of the KP component increases

from A- to B- to C-type), SeedEA and the MATLS methods become
ncreasingly different. For example, the largest of the problems 1889C,
he median execution time for a single run of SeedEA was 2.7 h, for
MATLS this was 138 h. Comparison methods have redundant calls of
SP solvers, which can result in extreme inflation of execution times.
lso greatly increasing the number of objective function evaluations,
s in rMATLS and kMATLS also contributes to this difference.

.4. Limitations and evaluation

Responding to dynamic changes through the introduction of diver-
ity using randomly generated solutions are not always effective; here
e have considered intuitive alternatives. Engineering the generation
f solution sets that exploit known information about the problem (in
his case using solvers for the problem components) has been shown
o been useful in static environments and now here in some dynamic
roblem environments. We illustrate the difficulty in crafting an effec-
ive response to simplistic changes in such a complex problem with
ealistic characteristics. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated through
he comparison of significant improvements in per-generation hyper-
olumes, that there is a benefit to using responses in different problem
9

ases. The elucidation of the relationship between problem component
haracteristics and the efficacy profiles of the different responses is a
on-trivial task whose understanding will allow for general insights for
ptimization algorithms for dynamic problems.

Specifically, further algorithm development to more intelligently
ompose reactive solution sets for the DTTP is required. Algorithms
uch as MOEA/D [67] have different dominance strategies, however
reliminary results (see Supplementary Material) indicated that a non-
ominated sorting framework may be better suited for TTP instances.
omparisons with other algorithms for the TTP, including the
MS [51] and BRKGA [50] methods for the bi-objective TTP are

ey targets for future comparisons and inspirations for implementing
ynamic responses for the DTTP instances defined here. Larger DTTP
nstances, whilst potentially harder to realistically motivate, have been
tudied in the static TTP [38,50,51], will require longer computation
imes but should be investigated.

. Conclusions

The outcomes of this study provide a step towards meaningful and
ealistic dynamic formulations of multi-objective optimization prob-
ems. Understanding how initialization can be used to guide and attain
ifferent solutions is particularly useful on these complex and difficult
roblems. Furthermore, being able to quantify with statistical evidence
he benefits of different methods is key; there are multiple significant
ontributions from this work.

Firstly, we provide an observation of the different localization and
overage contributions achieved by a variety of initialization methods
or the bi-objective TTP. We verify the general unsuitability of random-
zation initialization for the DTTP: constructed solutions that exploit
roblem knowledge provide indispensable improvements.

Secondly, this realization is applied to three novel and contextually-
elevant DTTP formulations with time varying city locations, item
vailability and item values. Impacts of the dynamics are observed
hrough different characteristic features in hypervolume measurement
rofiles.

Thirdly, application of different population seeding methods as
esponsive mechanisms for the DTTP are studied. End-of-interval hyper-
olume rankings show suitability of solver-based and greedy methods
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Fig. 6. The number of objective function evaluations; the median across the (up to) 30 repeats for each of 10 patterns of dynamics for the 280 TSP component with A, B and C
KP variants for each of the four methods being compared.
Fig. 7. Execution times for each comparison method. The mean for each dynamic pattern is given as a separate point and the median of these points for each problem is connected
or clarity. The problems are grouped by their KP-component.
o mostly exclusive subsets of problems and requires further inves-
igation. Comparison with random, passive and combined responses,
ighlights benefits of ‘constructed diversity’ for dynamic changes of all
ypes.

Finally, the competitive performance of a diverse seeding method
or the DTTP is contrasted with adapted heuristics from the literature.
he capability of SeedEA for finding solutions with significantly higher
rofits and times is illustrated. More generally, informatively distilling
emporal performance is no longer limited to averaging measurements
ver time; a novel and informative visualization of significant im-
rovements is provided. Further application of this analysis to dynamic
nstances with varying magnitudes and frequencies remains a future
ask.
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